
Question text

Which Qatar organisations have got Expert Determination as an option in their contract forms?

Is providing three quatation mendatary to substantiate new rate for material

How does the contractor deal with a negative variations that are more than 20% of the Contract Sum? Does loss of profit apply?

Can CIOB member can get MMUP certification eligibilaty.CIOB Committee did any initiative on this matter

How to determine disruption claims?

Do we have a recent survey conducted in Qatar on the use of the standard form of Contracts as oppose to the bespoke type?

Whether slides will be sent to attendees

How to value the cost of superattendance related to prolongation claim?

We will be able to get electronic copy from the presentation

If no instruction is issued formally will changes introduced via drawings constitute an instruction especially if the drawing is approved by the employer?

Any email address we can approach for any post event communications/clarifications, in case any?Thanks

How should Engineer/ representative  limit their role on commenting design aspect in D&B project? Mostly they cross the limit and attributes delay to project.

Why Tender documents don’t include latest Kahramaa Specifications and other third parties?

Client usually misuse the concept of lump sum

Can the ambiguous “Fit for Purpose” phrase be a used as reason by Employers & Engineers to avoid Contractor Claims?

How the Client liability differ between the Novation and Nomination?

How to analysis concurrent delay?

Do need to adjust or omit preliminaries or general item BOQ, in the event of substantial amount of omissions in Permanent Works?

can we use the word good faith to justify our entitlement in the absence  of a written instruction due to time contraints of which the varied work is a must.

Please explain time at large again based on the EoT clause under FIDIC?

Do variables have another meaning in administrative contracts?

What is the CIOB doing to obtain exemptions with the MMUP accreditations?

In general these attitudes are not  prevelant within the construction industry in Qatar. It would be nice if they were.

From where we can find qatar case laws

If the project completion date is expired and the delay is by the default of Contractor, is project still at Time at Large?

Is it valid where the Engineer argues against the approved baseline programme at an arbitration albeit it has approved the same during the contract performance.

Why don’t eots get issued when the employer knows fully well he should as he knows he has delayed the project.

Is giving back dated completion certificate logical or may impact the final completion leading to disputes.

Can a claim be time barred if timely notice is not given

Unpriced bq item is instructed  by client to accept as 'INCLUDED,' but this is measured bill.  Is it correct?

Can a employer approve a Programme And by approving doesn’t the employer take ownership

Change to wprk scope  - say 3 storey car park to 4, is it an instructed variation? The contractor right to refuse to carry out work if cost yet to be approved?

Variation - why only writting it can be oral too?

The LaD fir for delay is to be capped  at 10% of contract prices according  to new Tender law? Or it is a discretional penalty?

How we can change out of sequence activities after update of baseline programme?

Do you think the correct level of risk management and understanding is applied when selecting the right procurement route? And how can it be improved?

Client usually do not reestablish the completion date before expiry date. Is it correct practice?

Which alternative dispute resolution mechanisms would you recommend for construction disputes in Qatar?
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